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/EINPresswire.com/ -- The progressive

decrease in hearing in elderly people

can represent a major problem for

their quality of life: it has in fact been

demonstrated that critical issues such

as these, in addition to being a

problem as such, can favor the onset

of cognitive deficits of various types.

People affected by hearing loss,

therefore with hearing problems, have

a risk twice as high as others of

developing dementia.

Elderly people who have hearing

difficulties tend to isolate themselves,

lose interest in various types of

activities, and interact with others, and

attitudes like these can obviously represent a big risk at such a delicate age. Believing that

hearing defects in old age cannot be cured and that they are part of the inexorable decline of the

organism, would truly be a huge mistake, which unfortunately many people still fall into today.

As regards the possibilities of combating hearing defects, very important progress has been

made, consequently, there are various ways to deal with cases of hearing loss. By using small,

very simple to-wear and minimally invasive devices such as CIC hearing aids, hearing problems

can be combated very effectively, and this also ensures very positive implications in terms of

quality of life.

External hearing aids are the most popular, however, implantable ones are also increasingly

used.

In this sector, however, further progress cannot be ruled out at all: for example, truly invisible
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models have already been presented,

which however have yet to be

surpassed in the necessary

experimental protocols of the United

States.

OTC hearing aids are the answer

Until a few years ago, hearing aids

were expensive for most people and

they required a prescription. However,

an FDA policy last October allowing the

sale of OTC hearing aids without a

prescription has resulted in massive

price drops and less oversight of the

OTC hearing aids flooding the market.

But among so many choices, which one

is the best? Of course, the answer will

be very subjective but we have tried to

be as objective as possible after testing

many OTC hearing aids. As a result, we

recommend one product that we think is one of the best OTC hearing aids.

We recommend the Chosgo K23

The Chosgo K23 is an OTC hearing aid that is highly recommended for seniors. It is designed for

mild and moderate hearing loss, the level of hearing loss most experienced by seniors.

This tool is FDA-approved so it is very safe. There is one pair of tools with a portable charger

included. Chosgo K23 is one of the best-selling Chosgo products on the market and that is for

the following reasons:

- Good Bluetooth connectivity. With Bluetooth connectivity, users don't need to rely on cables to

take calls and play music. Basically, it is an OTC hearing aid as well as an entertainment device.

The Bluetooth technology used is TWS Bluetooth streaming technology which is very stable and

easy to connect.

- Active program adjustments for more environmentally adaptive use. In other words, program

adjustments are intended to achieve the clearest audio quality possible.

- Low volume adjustment. There are six volume options that can be adjusted to achieve the best

experience.

- Reduction of background noise allowing users to talk to others without interruption.



- Easy to recharge with up to 20 hours runtime. If used for continuous conversation, the battery

can last up to approximately 4 hours.

- Triple extra charging provides peace of mind when the hearing aid is taken to remote places.

- And finally, there are dual microphones for higher audio quality. This is the difference between

Chosgo K23 and other similar products.

Advanced Bluetooth technology

The Bluetooth technology embedded in the Chosgo K23 is so advanced that the device makes it

easy for users to chat, receive phone calls, and listen to music. Chosgo K23 can be connected to

a cell phone or laptop easily and it supports iPhone, Android, and other Bluetooth-enabled

devices. There is no need to turn the Bluetooth connection on and off as it is turned on

automatically when a phone call is received and a music device is connected. It will turn itself off

once the phone call is finished or the connection with the music device is disconnected. The

Bluetooth feature that can turn on and off automatically is certainly very helpful for seniors.

How much to pay for these OTC hearing aids?

For purchases today you can get a 47% discount. In other words, the price you have to pay is

only $799. For less than $800 you can get a state-of-the-art OTC hearing aid powered by a DSP

chip that allows it to process digital signals very well and produce super clear audio.

Conclusion 

Hearing aids for seniors are almost a necessity and when it comes time to choose, OTC hearing

aids like the Chosgo K23 offer even more advantages. Its features provide assistance and

comfort for seniors with hearing loss.
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